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Introduction

Nowadays intelligent transportation systems are being developed very much. But lots of problems such as traffic control, gridlocks, parking, road accidents aren’t solved yet [1]. Traffic flow forecasting precision is one of the major tasks in order to improve traffic conditions in the urban streets. The way how to improve traffic flow prediction precision remains an important problem of intelligent transportation systems.

There are two types of Traffic flow forecasting. They are Short- term forecasting and Long- term forecasting. Short- term traffic flow forecasting defines the traffic intensity for the next time interval, usually from 5 to 30 minutes. Long- term forecasting of the traffic intensity can be predicted hours, days or even years ahead.

There are designed many methods of Short- term traffic flow forecasting. Usually Short- term forecasting methods are divided into two types. The first type includes classic methods, such as statistics. And the second type includes modern methods based on models such as neural networks or fuzzy [2]. Methods are being developed and optimized in order to obtain more accurate forecasting information. Various methods are using the historical data base. Often traffic flow forecasting precision depends on accuracy of collected information about traffic flow. The imperfections of many methods are problems of traffic data losing or incorrect traffic data [3].

Traffic flow forecasting method, based on improved data detection technology

We propose short- term traffic flow forecasting method based on improved data detection technology. The main point of this forecasting method is traffic flow information collecting only in the biggest crossroads and forecasting it in the remaining smaller crossroads. Using proposed method, we crate three different forecasting models. They are linear regression forecasting model, forecasting model based on fuzzy logic and forecasting model based on neural networks.

The most used traffic flow information collection technologies are inductive loop and video processing systems. Inductive loop technology has a lot of disadvantages; therefore we decided to improve traffic flow forecasting method with video detection technology. Designed short- term traffic flow forecasting method based on improved data detection technology is showed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Traffic flow forecasting method based on improved data detection technology

In previous work [4] we research that most common video detection algorithms have a lot of weaknesses. Some of weaknesses are related to weather conditions, such as strong light, rain, fog, darkness and others. Others are related to physical interferences, such as camera vibration, interference in the video transmission and etc. The interferences created by the unwanted weather conditions can be avoided by using IR cameras. Recently the application of thermo- vision technologies becomes more and more popular in Lithuania in such directions as energetic, mechanics and electronics. Transport
management can be one of the directions where thermo-
vision technologies may be applied too.

Experiment

In order to create forecasting model, the experiment
was performed in two crossroads near supermarket with
multistorey parking. During the experiment traffic data
was collected with manual method and automatic method.
Using manual method, traffic flow data was collected from
Karaliaus Mindaugo avenue (KMST and KMSEN) and A.
Mickeyviaus street (MICMI). The traffic flow data from
parking (PARK) was collected with automatic method.
There were used inductive loops for automatic method.
Experiment was performed for one week - long. During the
experiment, information about vehicles was collected with
one hour interval. Experiment’s results are showed in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 2. Experiment result

Experiment’s results were used for creation of short-
term traffic flow forecasting models.

Forecasting model based on fuzzy logic

Forecasting model based on fuzzy system was created
with Matlab programming software. For this model genfis2
function was applied. This function generates Fuzzy
system structure from data using subtractive clustering.
This method accept each data point as a potential cluster
center and calculates the probability, that each data point
will be defined as a cluster center, based on the density of
surrounding data points.

Using this method, Sugeno type of fuzzy structure is
generated. To generate this structure, three inputs and one
output are applied. Model’s inputs are traffic flows from
PARK, traffic flow from KMST and flow KMSEN. For
output MICMI traffic flow was used. Generated structure
of fuzzy is showed in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of Fuzzy architecture

Fuzzy structure has three inputs and one output. Each
input has six membership functions. For this fuzzy
structure Gaussian membership functions was generated. As
we see from Fig. 3, fuzzy model is constructed of six rules.
The rule extraction method first uses the subtractive
clustering function to determine the number of rules. After
that uses linear least squares estimation to determine each
rule’s result equations. Table 1 shows the generated fuzzy
rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>KMST</th>
<th>KMSEN</th>
<th>REZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>LD</td>
<td>LD</td>
<td>LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The Fuzzy rules

Explanation of fuzzy labels:  LM – very small traffic
flow;  M – small traffic flow;  N – little traffic flow;  V –
medium traffic flow;  D – big traffic flow;  LD – very big
traffic flow.

Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the modeling results of
fuzzy model.
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Fig. 4. Traffic flows from KMST and PARK

![Graph showing traffic flow data](image)

Fig. 5. Traffic flows from PARK and KMSEN
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Fig. 6. Traffic flows from KMST and KMSEN
The results of forecasting model based on fuzzy logic and experiment results are showed in Fig. 7.

After the traffic flow forecasting model based on fuzzy logic was created, there was performed a forecasting using improved detection technology. Fig. 8 shows forecasting results with standard data collection system and with improved data collection system.

As we can see, the best forecasting results are when using forecasting model based improved data detection technology.

**Forecasting model based on neural network**

Second traffic flow forecasting model was developed on neural network. Traffic flow forecasting model based on neural network was realized using the “Matlab” programming package. Standard two-layer, feed-forward neural network with three inputs, one output and 30 hidden neurons was generated. This neural network trained with Levenberg–Marquardt training optimization method. Network training results are showed in Fig. 9. Regression R values measure the correlation between outputs and targets. In this model R values are 0.99 and it means that relationship between output and target are very similar.

Forecasting with experimental data was performed. You can see forecasting and actual flow results in Fig. 10.

As you can see from Fig. 10 the forecasting results sufficiently precisely represent the real results of the experiment.

After developing the model based on neural network, there was performed forecasting using improved detection technology. Fig. 11 shows forecasting results with standard detection technology and improved detection technology.

More precise real experiment data represent improved traffic flow detection technology.

**Forecasting using linear regression model**

Regression forecasting model assigned to heuristic forecasting methods class. We choose linear regression forecasting model which is represented in previous works [5]. Forecasting results with standard detection technology and improved detection technology are showed in Fig. 12.

As in forecasting model with fuzzy and neural network using Regression forecasting model we get better forecasting results using improved detection technology.

**Results**

Fig. 13. shows results of traffic flow forecasting models using improved traffic data collecting system.
To estimate forecasting precision we calculate root mean square error (RNSE). Root mean square error is calculated using this equation:

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum (F_t - Y_t)^2},
\]

where \( F_t \) – the forecast for period t; \( Y_t \) – actual value at period t. The results of RMSE show that best precision is forecasting model based on fuzzy logic. Worst precision is using regression forecasting model.

Conclusions

- We propose short- term traffic flow forecasting method based on improved data detection technology. Improved data detection technology uses information from thermo cameras.
- Three short- term traffic flow forecasting models was created. They are linear regression forecasting model, forecasting model based on fuzzy logic and forecasting model based on neural networks. Best prediction precision obtained using forecasting model based on fuzzy logic. Regression forecasting model is suitable for long- term forecasting.
- Forecasting results of all models show that using forecasting with improved data collection technology results are better then using standard detection technology.
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